Beaver Baseball Team Meets B.U. Nine On Saturday

Expect Hard Fought Battle for Engineers In Opening Game

Next Saturday at 3 o'clock the Beaver baseball team will meet that of Boston University on the unconditioned diamond next to Building B. The game has been arranged as a part of Engineer Week, President and will feature the new 1927 team of the West Back.

Present indications prophecy a hard battle for the new Cambridge nine in contest with B. U. up a good battle against Harvard on last Saturday afternoon. Its greatest weakness is a small printing staff, and in addition, its leg well equipped in the slugging as being found, perhaps, in a waltz at once-speak-plasticity.

With the Beavers possessing a formidable pitching string and an excellent infield, the Terriers will have to shape up a plan. In fact, every department of the game is well represented among the new squad and it will be some time before the most consistent players can be picked for the ultimate nine. But men to the institution have not reported for practice, due to lack of time, but they are seams expect to do so. Among them are a few to excel any number of the players at the time of contest.

New uniforms will make the Beaver this Saturday afternoon and with a new version of Cardinal and grey should give a pleasurable and material indication of the enthusiasm that the student body has shown toward the new sport.

TRACK MEN WORK FOR CLASS MEET

Expect Good Marks Will Be Made in Interclass Match Next Monday

Plenty of fast, footwork and other abilities assigned to the track team for the rest of this month is prepara- tion for the big interclass meet to be run off on next Monday afternoon, of which class Coach Holmquist expects to get a good line-up on the men who will compete against Harvard the following Saturday. He has already sent out a call for practice for the regular relay races with the hope that the interclass-gray in the near future will disclose some good material.

The early data include practically all the finishing's scratch performers and spectators are assured plenty of action afternoon without the customary classes. "Many Newcomers" will be full array ready to take the two-hour relay 1147 miles in the milers long. Holmquist will endeavor to help the 1147 men along with a few points in the shot and hammer. After those from men will come a host of lesser performers.

A. Smith is in the running favorite in the half-miles, with Holkman-Maggs possibly able to place second. If the boys are ready to go, I'll probably start first in the mile, but the gang will probably start second. Wide in the broad jump, President and Allen in the high jump, and Mr. Carly in the javelin throw are favored to win in their respective events. As the day will bring together each fast man on the varsity team, newcomers, varsity and varsity
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SPORTS

Winter?

Our current line of "fresh" racquets is being stocked shortly. Spring suits, overcoats, hats, furnishings.

The rolling milltransforms steel inputs into steels, then to structural steels and here is the starting point for the hands of labor and iron-rolling machines and the great engines of commerce.

The performance steel will rolls, now detailed by Steel or other and weighing around 30 tons each, the Rolling Mill, designed and built by the Norton Co., is able to produce over 20 tons weight.

What to see in BRITAIN

When you travel through Britain or the London and North Eastern Railway way, you can explore some of the ancient historic and architectural spots in all Europe. Over this historical highway lie the ancient cities of Rome, Oxford, Cambridge, London, and Edinburgh and many old-world towns celebrated in romance and legend. To the additions to the tourist wonder of a new railway, there is a selection of beautiful and historical sections, magnificent castle and landmark famous in history.

You will understand and be better understood in England and Scotland than anywhere else in Europe. You can visit the world famous cities of St. Andrews and New Town—where the land of the game.

In addition to the "Flying Scissors", the famous break between London and Edinburgh, there are fast and frequent trains to all the numerous points of interest.